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ABSTRACT
Large microarray data sets have recently become
common. However, most available clustering
methods do not easily handle large microarray
data sets due to their very large computational com-
plexity and memory requirements. Furthermore,
typical clustering methods construct oversimplified
clusters that ignore subtle but meaningful changes
in the expression patterns present in large micro-
array data sets. It is necessary to develop an effi-
cient clustering method that identifies both absolute
expression differences and expression profile
patterns in different expression levels for large
microarray data sets. This study presents CLIC,
which meets the requirements of clustering
analysis particularly but not limited to large micro-
array data sets. CLIC is based on a novel concept in
which genes are clustered in individual dimensions
first and in which the ordinal labels of clusters in
each dimension are then used for further full
dimension-wide clustering. CLIC enables iterative
sub-clustering into more homogeneous groups
and the identification of common expression
patterns among the genes separated in different
groups due to the large difference in the expression
levels. In addition, the computation of clustering is
parallelized, the number of clusters is automatically
detected, and the functional enrichment for each
cluster and pattern is provided. CLIC is freely avail-
able at http://gexp2.kaist.ac.kr/clic.
INTRODUCTION
Microarray analysis is used to monitor the expression
patterns of tens of thousands genes simultaneously (1–5).
The identiﬁcation of gene clusters showing correlated ex-
pression patterns is one of the most important steps in
microarray analyses as it helps to reveal the novel
function of genes, gene expression regulation and con-
certed gene functions in pathogenesis (6–9).
Recently demand has increased for the analysis of large
microarray data sets as the number of genes in commer-
cially available probe sets increases and as the number of
test samples for an experimental set increases (10).
However, most available clustering methods cannot
conduct clustering analysis properly with large microarray
data sets. Agglomerative clustering approaches such as the
hierarchical clustering method require a quadratic increase
in the distance matrix size as the number of genes
increases. Partitioning approach (such as k-center or
k-means methods) conduct distance comparisons iterative-
ly to determine the ﬁnd optimal cluster centers. They also
require additional iterative processes to determine the ap-
propriate number of clusters (k) to evaluate the cluster
validity for diﬀerent k sets of clusters. Model-based clus-
tering approaches decrease the computational cost from
gene-to-gene comparison to gene-to-cluster comparisons.
Moreover, the number of clusters can be determined auto-
matically during the clustering process in some
model-based approaches such as the Bayesian inﬁnite
mixture model method (11,12). In spite of its advanced
features, the use of a model-based approach with
high-dimensional data or large-scale microarray data is
limited due to the computational complexity and the dif-
ﬁculty in specifying data distributions (13). In summary,
clustering tasks for large microarray data sets are compu-
tationally expensive and often technically infeasible when
using only an ordinary personal computer.
To avoid this complexity, a ﬁltering step to select a
manageable number of signiﬁcant genes often antecedes
a clustering analysis. However, this approach can lead to
information loss as it can exclude genes which may have
meaningful biological functions.
In addition, the expression patterns of lowly expressed
genes can easily be ignored when clustering is accom-
plished with a conventional Euclidean distance metric
because these genes can show small expression changes.
The correlation-based similarity metric can be used to
identify similar expression patterns having various levels
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to the absolute expression diﬀerences can be lost. This
dilemma is aggravated when the size of the microarray
data set increases as the levels of expression changes
become diversiﬁed. To tackle this problem, it is necessary
to cluster large data sets successively into smaller
sub-clusters using both the absolute expression diﬀerences
and expression proﬁle patterns iteratively. This may
involve considerable computation complexity and
memory usage if conventional clustering methods are
used.
CLIC was developed to address the aforementioned
problems. Instead of clustering genes based on all N di-
mensional array conditions, CLIC clusters genes separate-
ly in each array dimension ﬁrst and N distinct clustering
results are combined later. The computation of clustering
in each array becomes a single-dimensional problem and
N distinct jobs can be distributed to a cluster of computing
nodes. The memory requirement for the distance measure
decreases to the size of the genes (M) from an M N
matrix. CLIC constructs N dimensional clusters by
aligning the genes with their cluster indices that are
assigned ordinally with the expression levels in 1D cluster-
ing. The resulting clusters are subjected to further
sub-clustering via the same procedure successively as
long as the validity of the resulting clusters is maintained.
The patterns of cluster indices of genes are re-examined
against the entire set of clusters to ﬁnd similar patterns of
expression proﬁles that are hidden in diﬀerent clusters due
to the diﬀerent amplitudes of expressions.
In summary, CLIC provides advanced features particu-
larly in clustering analyses that are not limited to large
microarray data sets via the following functions: (i)
parallelized computation of individual dimension-based
clustering including automatic determination of the
number of clusters, (ii) intrinsic normalization of expres-
sion values along the array dimensions and clusters via the
ordinal labeling of a cluster instead of the gene expression
values during the full dimension-wide clustering, (iii) the
iterative discovery of the sub-clusters of a given cluster
and the evaluation of discovered clusters with cluster
homogeneity, (iv) the identiﬁcation and grouping of the
common expression proﬁle patterns of genes hidden in
the same and diﬀerent clusters, (v) visual inspection of
the discovered clusters and patterns using a heatmap
and (vi) functional enrichment of each cluster and pattern.
ALGORITHM OF INDIVIDUAL DIMENSION-BASED
CLUSTERING
One-dimensional clustering
The ﬁrst step of CLIC is the decomposing of the M N
microarray data matrix into N separate M 1 vectors
(M is the number of gene probes, and N is the number
of array conditions). Genes in each array dimension are
clustered using k-means clustering for a series of k, the
number of clusters. The time complexity of k-means clus-
tering with a 1D data set is substantially decreased
compared to that with a d-dimensional data set (d>1)
(14). The optimal k is determined after evaluating the
validity of k clusters using a modiﬁed version of the
Silhouette statistic, which is optimized for the evaluation
of clusters having sequentially listed 1D values. The
modiﬁed Silhouette statistic is deﬁned as follows:
s0ðiÞ¼
b0ðiÞ a0ðiÞ
max a0ðiÞ,b0ðiÞ ðÞ
Here, a0(i) is the distance between gene i and the center of
its own cluster, and b0(i) is the minimum distance between
the values obtained from gene i and the centers of its two
adjacent clusters. The validity of the given clusters is
estimated from the average s0(i) of all genes. The overall
computation of cluster validation for an M N micro-
array data matrix is reduced considerably from M M
to 3 M N (M>>N).
Identiﬁcation of the clusters for combined matrix
After the 1D clustering process, the genes in each dimen-
sion are labelled with ordinal variables, cluster indices, in
an ascending order of cluster centers. With this process,
the ratio variables of the microarray expression values are
replaced by the ordinal variables. The systematic variation
of the expression levels among the arrays and clusters can
be neutralized by these discretized cluster indices.
Individual array dimensions (or columns in a micro-
array matrix) are prioritized and rearranged in a descend-
ing order of the average approximated Silhouette statistics
of the clusters in each dimension. The genes are re-aligned
in an ascending order of cluster indices successively from
the leftmost column that has the maximum average
approximated Silhouettes statistics to the rightmost
column that has the lowest cluster validity. In this step,
genes having a similar cluster index pattern over N dimen-
sional arrays are aligned together in the reconstructed
matrix. Generally, lower cluster indices or lowly expressed
genes reside in the upper region of the cluster index
matrix. To identify the cluster boundaries, the cluster
boundary distance, d(gm,gm+1), is measured for every
adjacent gene pair, as follows:
dðgm,gm+1Þ¼
X N
i¼1
gm,i   gm+1,i
        , wheregm,i ¼
Cm,i   s0ðiÞ
ki
:
Here, m ranges from 1 to M 1; Cm,i is a cluster index in
row m and column i; s0(i) is an approximated Silhouette
index of column i; and ki is the number of clusters of
column i. The cluster boundary distance, d(gm,g m+1),i s
the sum of the cluster index diﬀerences of an adjacent gene
pair for all columns weighed by the cluster validity and the
number of clusters in each column. From the site showing
the largest cluster boundary distance to the next site,
cluster boundaries are examined successively as long as
the average cluster homogeneity of neighboring clusters
is improved by the boundary selection. The site showing
the maximum cluster homogeneity is selected as a cluster
boundary. The degree of cluster homogeneity is measured
by the average Pearson correlation coeﬃcient of the ex-
pression values of the genes in each cluster.
The overall process of individual dimension-based
clustering is summarized at Figure 1. One set of these
Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2010, Vol.38, WebServer issue W247clustering processes generates ﬁrst-round clusters in CLIC
and the same processes are used for the subsequent
sub-clustering step.
Sub-clustering and grouping of the rescaled expression
pattern
In an analysis of a large microarray data set, the potential
clusters, especially the clusters in lowly expressed genes,
may not be fully separated due to the inﬂuence of several
distinct clusters of large distributional diﬀerences. The
repeated sub-clustering of each cluster generated in
ﬁrst-round clustering provides the opportunity to
uncover more homogeneous groups in the clusters.
Sub-clustering analysis is conducted for the previously
determined ﬁrst-round clusters. Sub-clustering continues
until the homogeneity of a newly discovered sub-cluster
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of individual dimension-based clustering. Genes in individual dimensions or arrays are clustered independently with
optimal number of cluster k which maximizes internal cluster validity Si. After 1D clustering, the genes (rows) are aligned with their cluster indices
successively from the column with highest validity to build a combined index matrix. To identify the cluster boundaries of the combined matrix, the
cluster boundary distance is measured for every adjacent gene pairs. From the site showing the largest cluster boundary distance, cluster boundaries
are selected successively until the average cluster homogeneity is not increased by the boundary selection. The cluster homogeneity is measured by the
average Pearson correlation coeﬃcient of the expression values of genes in each cluster.
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clustering, if the genes have a large diﬀerence in their ex-
pression levels, they cannot be grouped together despite
the fact that they may have a similar expression pattern
through the test conditions. In CLIC, the patterns of
column-wide cluster indices for every gene are
re-examined after the ﬁrst round of the clustering and
sub-clustering steps. The relative changes in the cluster
indices along the diﬀerent array conditions (columns in
a microarray matrix) are identiﬁed as the expression
proﬁle patterns of a gene. For example, the index
pattern of both 2233 and 5566 becomes 1122. Patterns
with more subtle expression changes can be identiﬁed
with sub-clusters because the cluster indices are rebuilt
among more homogeneous sub-clusters during the
sub-clustering routine.
WEB APPLICATION DESCRIPTION
Input
The input microarray data matrix format for CLIC is a
tab delimited text ﬁle. CLIC allows various types of gene
or probe identiﬁers, from Aﬀymetrix, Agilent, Entrez
Gene, UniGene, RefSeq, EMBL, ENSEMBL, SGD,
RGD, MGI and HGNC. Users can choose an organism
and the threshold of the corrected P-value for functional
category enrichment with gene ontology (GO) (15) and
KEGG pathways (16). The default parameter for the cor-
rected P-value is set to 0.05. After uploading a microarray
data ﬁle and selecting the functional enrichment param-
eters, clustering analysis can begin. CLIC initially checks
the input ﬁle format for tab delimits and missing values. If
the ﬁle passes this format check, a data ﬁlter page auto-
matically guides headers and numerical data so that they
are analyzed in an input ﬁle. The user can accept the
system’s suggestion of the header and data columns or
can select them manually. Users can check the progress
of their submitted job during the ﬁrst-round clustering,
sub-clustering and pattern identiﬁcation steps on the job
progress page. The progress of the submitted job is
renewed every 5s, and elapsed time is displayed on this
page. The progress page is moved to the result summary
page and a hyperlink of this page is e-mailed when the
submitted job is completed.
Interpretation of outputs
CLIC provides a result summary page which includes
hyperlinks to the summary report; the ﬁrst-round cluster-
ing results; sub-clustering results; and pattern identiﬁca-
tion after both the ﬁrst round and sub-clustering
processes. The summary report contains statistics that
include the number of genes and samples in the input
data, the number of discovered groups, the number of
genes within each group, and a table that shows the
member genes of each group. Each of clustering results
and their pattern identiﬁcation results include the
reports of elapsed time, average homogeneity value, func-
tional enrichment and graphical output including
heatmap. Users can check the time taken to complete
each analysis. Generally, a sub-clustering analysis
requires much more time than other two types of
analysis due to the use of repeated runs to ﬁnd more
homogenous groups of genes. Homogeneity information
for each group helps to evaluate validity of newly
generated sub-groups. Heatmaps show cluster index
patterns as well as gene expression patterns. One can
have a clear view of cluster integrity with the heatmaps
of cluster index pattern. The functional enrichment result
of diﬀerent functional categories in GO and KEGG
pathways for each cluster and pattern group are
provided in a summarized table. The signiﬁcance of the
association between a given gene set and the functional
annotation terms is estimated by a hypergeometric test.
Multiple testing correction of the P-value in the
hypergeometric test is done with a false discovery rate
(FDR) method (17). The functional enrichment results
for the original cluster and its sub-clusters are compared
with a given threshold of the corrected P-value. After
comparing signiﬁcantly annotated terms, uniquely
identiﬁed terms in the sub-cluster are highlighted in
yellow in the functional enrichment table in a sub-cluster.
IMPLEMENTATION
The core algorithms of CLIC were implemented in R and
a modiﬁed version of COFECO was used as a functional
enrichment module (18). All annotation data for gene
entries and functional modules for the modiﬁed version
of COFECO were stored in Oracle 10g RDBMS. The
web interface of CLIC was implemented in Perl. It runs
on the Apache Web Server. The clustering jobs for indi-
vidual dimensions were parallelized using the parallel
virtual machine (PVM) via the rpvm and snow in
R-packages on a Linux-based cluster system with nine
nodes, each with a dual quad-core Intel Xeon 2.46GHz
CPU and 24 GB of RAM.
PERFORMANCE OF CLIC
The clustering accuracy of CLIC was compared with well
known k-means method, CRC (12), MCLUST (19),
CLICK (20,21), HPCluster (10) and k-boost (22) using
an ARI (adjusted Rand index) (Table 1). Chinese restaur-
ant process-based clustering (CRC) takes a model-based
clustering approach that is known to be able to cluster
genes and infer the number of clusters simultaneously
with high accuracy. MCLUST, which is also a
model-based clustering approach, ﬁnds the optimal
model according to Bayesian information criteria (BIC)
for expectation maximization (EM) initialized by hier-
archical clustering to parameterize a Gaussian mixture
model. MCLUST shows comparably good performance
with the automatic detection of the optimal cluster
number with the BIC criterion. CLICK is a novel cluster-
ing algorithm based on graph-theory and statistical tech-
niques. HPCluster is a recently developed clustering
method that can handle large microarray data set in sig-
niﬁcantly less time and with much less memory. The
k-boost algorithm is a recently developed algorithm that
clusters large microarray data sets with automatic
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information-theoretic principles (22). The performance
of all methods except k-boost is tested on local system
with Intel Xeon 2.46GHz CPU. The k-boost algorithm
is tested on AMIC@ web server (23). To test the clustering
accuracy of the methods with ARI, we use used two
simulated data sets (10,24) and yeast galactose microarray
data set (25) that have been widely used in many previous
researches for clustering performance evaluation (12). The
ﬁrst simulated data set was generated with four distinct
clusters of 1000 gene probes in 100 array conditions. The
second simulated data set was designed to have the char-
acteristics of time series microarray data set with 100 genes
in 33 array conditions. Details about the simulated data
generation are provided in the Supplementary Data. Yeast
galactose microarray data set is a time series data set
showing the expression proﬁles of yeast growing with
205 genes under 20 diﬀerent perturbations for the GAL
pathway. The clusters of this data set have been well
characterized with GO enrichment analysis in previous
studies (25).
Table 1 summarizes the performance of tested methods.
ARI measures the level of agreement between the cluster-
ing result and the true cluster within the minimum value 0
to the maximum value 1.
CLIC successfully detected the true number of clusters
and performed well with higher ARI accuracy for all three
diﬀerent data sets. Some methods showed low accuracy in
simulated data sets mainly due to the wrong estimation of
cluster number (CRC, k-boost and CLICK) but all
methods showed comparable accuracy for yeast galactose
data set which is real microarray data set. As k-means and
HPCLUST require a speciﬁc number of clusters, the true
number of clusters was provided. CRC required several
parameters, including the number of chains, the number
of cycle, the inversion ﬂag parameter and max shift par-
ameter. The parameter values followed the author’s rec-
ommendation in these experiments. MCLUST requires
the G parameter, which represents the integer vector spe-
cifying the number of mixture components for calculating
BIC. We used the default range of G which is from 1 to 9
as the true number of clusters for the three data sets is in
this range. CLICK is known for its high accuracy but it
underestimated the number of clusters for the three data
sets. It may be due to its characteristics that produces a
hard partition of genes and cannot identify very small
clusters. In general, all methods are expected to have com-
parable clustering performance as long as the number of
clusters is correctly determined.
To show the characteristics of the scalability in CLIC,
experiment to measures the execution time for complete a
clustering analysis with diﬀerently sized data sets was con-
ducted. We generated diﬀerent subsets of GSE4290 data
set obtained from GEO database in NCBI (26). The
GSE4290 has 54765 gene probes and 104 samples. The
details of data generation are described in
Supplementary Data. Among the six compared clustering
algorithms for the accuracy test, k-means clustering and
HPCluster were not included in this comparison because
these methods require a separate procedure to determine
the number of clusters (see also Supplementary Data for
the comparison of these methods with estimated running
times for cluster number determination). Table 2 presents
the results of this analysis. The execution time was
measured in seconds and was averaged over ﬁve runs.
The execution time for CLIC and k-boost linearly
increase in reasonable time scale as the size of the data
set increase. In other words, these algorithms scale well as
the size of data set increases. CLICK shows good charac-
teristics that the execution time does not increase in these
gene sizes although it is relatively high and ﬂuctuated in
lower sized data sets. However, the execution time of
CLICK jumped up to 2334s when the gene size reached
40000 genes. The model-based approaches, CRC and
MCLUST, show much worse performance in execution
time than the other methods and CRC was not completed
in a reasonable time.
As a unique feature of CLIC, sub-clustering and pattern
identiﬁcation were conducted on these three data sets. A
performance comparison was not provided because other
competing approaches did not have these functionalities.
Two of the simulated data sets could not be sub-clustered
because all of the determined clusters are already very
homogenous. In yeast galactose data set, CLIC identiﬁed
17 sub-clusters having more homogenous expression
patterns. CLIC found 20 distinct expression proﬁle
patterns with the relative changes of cluster indices from
ﬁrst round clustering results and nine of those from
sub-clustering results in yeast galactose data set. Table 1. Adjusted rand indexes of clustering algorithms for three dif-
ferent data sets
Simulated
(1000, 100, 4)
Simulated
(100, 33, 9)
Yeast
galactose
(205, 20,4)
CLIC 1 (4) 1 (9) 0.97 (4)
k-means 0.68 (4) 0.88 (9) 0.87 (4)
HPCluster 1 (4) 1 (9) 0.83 (4)
CRC 0.90 (6) 0.46 (4) 0.97 (4)
MCLUST 1 (4) 0.98 (9) 0.97 (4)
k-boost 0.72 (3) 0.20 (3) 0.95 (4)
CLICK NA (1) 0 (2) 0.81 (2)
The details of the yeast galactose data set and simulated data sets are
described in the manuscript and in the Supplementary Data. Numbers
are followed by the data name (the number of genes, the number of
samples and the number of true clusters).
Table 2. Execution times of clustering algorithms for data sets of dif-
ferent sizes
5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000
CLIC 69 132 201 273 345 466
CRC 9709 28871 NC NC NC NC
MCLUST 2023 6533 12517 23771 32861 46972
k-boost 185 432 660 1028 1183 1781
CLICK 559 930 481 373 325 587
HPCluster and k-means methods listed in Table 1 are not included in
this comparison because these methods require a separate procedure to
determine the number of clusters. The execution time is measured in
seconds. NC: clustering analysis is not completed.
W250 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, Web Server issueFigure 2. Example study of NCI 60 data with CLIC. (a) Heatmap (left: gene expression levels, right: pattern of cluster indices), and a part of
top-ranked functionally enriched terms for cluster 1 and its sub-cluster 9. Functional terms uniquely enriched by a selected cluster 1 with a given
threshold level are highlighted. Uniquely identiﬁed functional terms in sub-cluster compared to those in its original cluster 1 are highlighted. The
homogeneity of sub-cluster (0.987) is increased dramatically from that of its mother cluster (0.4); (b) Heatmap, and a part of top-ranked functionally
enriched terms for pattern 190 (above table) and the terms for three sub-clusters that include the genes in pattern 190 (below table).
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An example study to show the beneﬁts of CLIC is pre-
sented that uses NCI 60 cell line data (27) obtained from
BioGPS (28). This data set consists of 22 283 gene probes
and 108 samples collected from various human cancer cell
lines. This large data set was successfully clustered into 17
clusters. These clusters were sub-clustered into several
more homogenous groups of genes. The execution time
for the ﬁrst round of clustering was  300s, and that of
sub-clustering steps with nine iterations including the
identiﬁcation of the expression patterns for both clustering
results was  900s in the previously described computing
environments. The functional enrichment step required
nearly 20min for all identiﬁed clusters and patterns.
Figure 2a shows cluster 1 and its sub-cluster 9. The homo-
geneity of the gene expression levels increased from 0.4 to
0.987 after cluster 1 was sub-clustered. The most signiﬁ-
cantly enriched term for cluster 1 was the ‘neuroactive
ligand-receptor interaction’ (P=1.505E 33). After
sub-clustering, the GO CC term ‘ornithine carbamoyl-
transferase complex’ was newly found for sub-cluster
9 of cluster 1. Interestingly, three genes from the cluster
1, seven genes from cluster 6, and one gene from cluster 17
could be grouped together by sub-clustering as they
showed a similar pattern (pattern 190) that was scarcely
hardly recognized in the ﬁrst-round cluster result due to
their diﬀerent expression levels (Figure 2b). The genes
grouped in pattern 190 are highly expressed in the B cell
leukemia and T cell leukemia cell lines and are enriched to
the ‘antigen processing and presentation’ KEGG pathway
(P=1.443E 12). This pathway was enriched by the three
genes from the cluster 1, which implies that the other eight
genes in pattern 190 also might have a functional associ-
ation with respect to this pathway, as they have common
rescaled expression patterns.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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